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In recent years multilayered organic structures have attracted considerable atrention. Compered to bulk materials multilayered

hetcro-structures can have unusual optical and physical properties which open new possibilities for optoelectronic
devices. It is well known that a guanine and cytosine rich DNA molcculc shows p type properties. It is thus interesting to
study the optical respouse of multilayers of very fhin layers of guanine (C5H,N50) and cytosine (C4H,N30) molecules.
Multilayered hetero-structures of guanine and cytosine of six periods were prepered hy organic molecular beam deposition
under ultra high vacuum on ZnO (0001) substrates. Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements were carried out in situ using
a Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometer (VASE) in the NIR-Vis-UV nmge from 0.73 eV to 5 eV and the Vacuum Ultra
Violet (VUV) Spectroscopic Ellipsometer in the range from 4 eV to 9 eV using synchrotron radiation at BESSY II, Berlin.
Thicknesses and the offsets are derermined from the low energy measurements and these are nsed as starting parameters to
determine the dielectric function of the multilayers in the high energy range, where these DNA bases show strong absorptioiL
It is observed that the line shape of the effective dielectric function is strongly dependent on the starting layer, either
cytosine or guanine. This shows the possible existence of template effect. Guanine lay flat on ZnO whereas cytosine makes
a large angle with respect to the substrate. This affects the orientation of the molecules grown on them thereby giving rise
to different dielectric responses.
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Introduction
The use of more complex structures than just an
organic thin fthn on a substrate is needed in electronic
applications of organic materials. Several organic
layers of different materials are used in applications
as OLEOs or solar cells where basically a p-n junction
allows the effective transport of electrons and holes
towards or away from the organic-organic interface.
Compared to the individual bulk materials, multilayered
heterostructures have unusual optical and physical
properties. Construction of such heterostructures
involves many organic-organic interfaces. The
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interface can influence the molecular orientation and
the electronic transitions and thus cbange the optical
properties of the multilayered heterostructures. The
study of such interfaces is of interest in the technology
of organic electronic devices.
DNA electronics is a newly developing field.
Charge transport through DNA takes place through
the overlapping of the :n; orbital of the adjacent DNA
bases [1, 2], adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C)
and thiamine (T). In particular guanine is rich in :n;
orbital [3 ,4]. G-C sequences show p type
semiconducting properties whereas A-T sequence

